


SOLLICE BIOTECH is a life sciences key partner, as

leading creator, producer and high-quality provider of

active ingredients to benefit the cosmetics market.

SOLLICE BIOTECH offers a full range of innovative high-

performance and functional active ingredients, which are

scientifically proven to provide personal care and innovative

solutions.

SOLLICE BIOTECH develops added value and sustainable

partnerships with its clients and partners. This is done by

combining expertise and skill to create molecules and

produce ingredients to formulate high-quality products. Our

aim is to stimulate product innovation and provide a high-

quality service.

We modify and customize ingredients, on an international

scale.

SOLLICE BIOTECH achieves the perfect balance between

marketing and a scientific approach.

Located in France, a trend setter for the Cosmetic and Beauty

industry, SOLLICE BIOTECH is committed to ongoing

improvement and always puts its clients first.



INNOVATION

Key for improving our client growth and client

profitability.

TEAMWORK

To be successful, we must work together and

transcend organizational and geographical

boundaries to meet the changing needs of our

clients.

QUALITY

Quality is ingrained in the work and values of

our company. Our business practices and

processes are designed to achieve high-

quality results that exceed expectations of

clients, partners and investors.





R&D CREATIVE MOLECULES

SOLLICE BIOTECH creates innovative active and functional

ingredients and molecules from synthesis in our R&D laboratory

in Toulouse, France.

SOLLICE BIOTECH takes advantage of the high-technology

platform and strong expertise held by SYNTIVIA for the benefit

of our clients.

Some technologies available are Microfluidic qPCR assay for

Genomic screening, Surface characterization, Arrayscan®

technology for protein evaluation, Video

microscope, Biphoton/Confocal, and SPIM for Imaging.

• Conception of new patentable actives

• Innovative evaluation of biological actives





NEW TECHNOLOGIES

We are always looking out for new technologies with personal

care applications.

We use the best process of production available such as

synthesis, fermentation, peptide, encapsulation and

extraction, in order to fulfill the potential of all active

biotechnologies or functional ingredients.





SUPPLY

SOLLICE BIOTECH supplies active and functional ingredients

developed and manufactured in different places across the

world.

Thanks to our strong scientific skills and high-quality

standards, we are able to anticipate the market needs and

client requests by proposing innovative products.

Last but not least, we pay particular attention to only sell

products that conform to European regulation.

REGULATION

We offer technical and regulatory support to clients and

partners.

MARKETING & SALES

We monitor trends and the expectations of each market, to

identify future demand and solutions.

We adapt our marketing approach and tools to suit each

market (selective, medium or mass markets), taking care of

each segment’s brands and subcontractors.

Our sales team is experienced with strong technical

backgrounds and is specialized in personal care and life

science.

LABORATORY

In our own laboratories, our talented teams, specialized in

creative formulation, can demonstrate and prove the

products’s capabilities.








